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General Comments 
 

Generally the results were quite good this year.  Although there were only a few “As” one got 94%, 
which shows that it is possible to do well on this exam.  There were very many who just reached 
40%, which shows that it is possible to get by just doing enough. 
 
Generally the case and the theory are done well while the quantitative questions are not done well.  
This year people did well in every question, except the one on Linear Programming.  Once again I 
will focus on this later in this report. 
 
The way this course and exam is structured requires one to really get into the theory, the techniques 
and how to apply the ideas in practice.  This follows a learning cycle.  Ideally people should look at 
the cases early on to get an idea of the types of problems which occur.  These are mixtures of 
marketing, logistics, mathematics and strategy.  Subsequently one should get into the theory, but 
not spend the year learning it off.  Usually it is reasonably well done.  Basically I expect a clear 
understanding of what is in the text and some practical illustrations from outside, such as from Irish 
applications.  The middle part of the year should be spent on the quantitative techniques, hopefully 
linking them into the cases and the theory, and anecdotes about Irish companies where possible.   
Very occasionally people get through by focusing on one of the parts, but this year there were few 
instances of full marks for a question.  Consequently, people who failed invariably did one of the 
sections very poorly and were not able to compensate from another section.  It is safer to prepare all 
the sections. 
 
The case questions are geared at bringing one through a process of analysis, evaluation, diagnosis 
and prognosis.  Most people tried all parts of the case section, and attempted all the sections.  
Consequently there were fewer than ever failures due to not attempting one or more sections.  In the 
past this was the most common cause of failure and the reason for the high average failure rate.  It 
should be understood that Logistics is important not just of itself but also because it requires one to 
put on one’s quantitative thinking cap when addressing marketing problems. 
 



Quantitative questions 
Firstly, before I get into specifics, there is no need to do roughwork and then write your answer out 
neatly.  It wastes your precious time.  Do the question as best you can.  If you think you are making 
a mistake say so, and try to correct the mistake.  If you blank out, just leave two pages so that you 
can move onto other questions.  Maybe later you will be able to do the rest of that question.  Do not 
waste your time doing restarts. 
 
The idea of having two different quantitative sections is to separate the less standard from the 
standard, the unstructured from the straightforward application of algorithms.  The Project 
Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) question is an example of a standard application of an 
algorithm that many people got mainly right.  This is a cut-down version of a linear programming 
problem.  Many people missed the last part of this question.  The critical path corresponded to 
activities A-B-G-H-I which took 15 days.  The standard deviation of each time on the critical path 
was 1/6, 4/6, 4/6, 2/6 and 1/6.  The variance of the sum is the sum of the variances.  You square the 
individual standard deviations, sum them, and then take the square root giving 1.03 days.  The Z-
score for 99%  sure of completion requires one to look in tables for areas under the Standard 
Normal Curve for 0.4900.  For Z = 2.32 it is .4898 and Z = 2.33 it is .4901, so you could guess at Z 
= 2.327, which is multiplied by the 1.03 days to give 2.4 days cushion that should be added onto the 
project expected length of 15 days to be 99% sure of completion.  So, it should be started 17½ or 18 
days before the scheduled meeting date. 
 
Some people had difficulty with drawing the network.  The following is the correct one. 
 
 
           E   F 
     A    B       
               
          G       H      I  
     
      C        D  
 
 
The difficulty arose with the use of dummy activities.  Some people added in dummy activities 
where B and D meet, and where F and H meet.  There is nothing wrong with doing that, but please 
redraw the network afterwards so that you can get rid of the dummy activities where possible.  Very 
few people can draw a network correctly the first time. It is easy to check that a network is correct.  
Just check the precedences at each node with the table. 
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The linear program was badly done.  This is an important topic and is likely to continue to appear 
on exams.  The following is a summary of the solution. 
 
Maximise Profit =  €6G  +  €6E 
Subject to: 
   3/5 G   + ¾ E < =   900 
   2/5  G + ¼ E  < = 400 
         E  < = 500 
 
   G >= 0  E > = 0 
 
 
    1600  
 
 
   (0, 1200) 
    1200 
    3 
        E  
    (500, 800) 
      800         2  
 
 
      500             1 
 
    (685½, 500) 
 
 
 
    500     G  1000   1500 
 
 
(a) Currently Point 1 (685½, 500) is the best giving €7125 profit. 
(b) If the packaging constraint was removed the best solution becomes Point 2 at (500, 800) 

giving €7800 profit, which is €675 more.   
(c) With the packaging constraint removed and the profit contribution from Evergreen raised to 

€8 the profit from (500, 800) would become €9400 profit, which is €800 more.  Also, the 
best solution becomes Point 3 at (0, 1200) giving €9600 profit, which is €200 more again.  
Two questions arise.  You currently have a mix between G and E.  Do you want to get out of 
G entirely and produce only E for the sake of an extra €200?  And will the extra contribution 
to profit more than cover the advertising programme, whatever way it is discounted to be 
expressed in terms of effect on contribution? 
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Section C contained a simulation question that was really easy. I include this kind of question 
occasionally because, whenever there is no obvious model, the rule is that you simulate.  Some 
made a mess of it.   
The history of rental demand was   70 80 90 100 110 
With data gathered over 25 cases    2   5   8     7     3 
Multiply this up to 100% to give    8 20  32   28   12 
This gives simulation intervals  00-07 08-27 28-59 60-87 88-99 
 
The idea with simulation is that a two figure random number, i.e. one with equal likelihood of 
coming between 00 and 99, will fall into these intervals with likelihood that is proportional to the 
sizes of the intervals, which correspond to the percentages, which are in accord with the 25 cases of 
gathered data.  To do this question you must understand this “Monte Carlo Simulation” idea. 
The task was to simulate 5 hours 1 2 3 4 5 
Using random numbers  85 48 71 56 90 
Which simulate demand of  100 90 100 90 110  totalling 480 
Which leads to customer losses of  10 --   10  --    20  totalling 40. 
 
(a) 40 customers are likely to be lost. 
(b) The average number demanded for rent is 480 / 5 = 96.  Multiplying the original demand 

figures by the probablities, 70 by .08 + 80 by .20 etc. gives 90.6 indicating that the 
simulation was slightly higher than expected.  Given the small simulation this was not an 
unreasonable simulation. 

(c) There were many weaknesses in this simulation.  The obvious one was that the simulation 
was too short.  Also the 25 cases was low.  It was assumed that the 5 hour evening when the 
video shop is open has even demand over the five hours.  Sureley there are peaks, such as 
around the time deadline when videos and dvds have to brought back.  Finally, current staff 
policy is to employ only one assistant.  So, how do we know that demand is not potentially 
greater than 90?  Is it not possible that demand is related to the level of service, i.e. 
whenever there is a queue customers go to another video shop?  Should they have tried 
employing a second person for a period to see the dynamics of the market during more 
service than is needed.  Another way is to interview anyone who came into the video shop 
and left immediately whenever there was a big queue.  What might they have done 
alternatively?  Would the queue affect their likely future usage of the video shop? 

 
The other Section C question was on stock (inventory) control.  This is a long section in the text 
and likely to occur every year.  I was very surprised that some people did not get the economic 
order quantity of 82 units, and reorders 2.45 times a month.  Generally the key to my seeing if 
inventory is understood is to put in something unusual and to require a calculation of total costs.  
Keeping one’s head is critical.   
 
People got confused about part (c) of the question which asked to consider the possibility of an 
increase in the basic unit price.  The question here was which dominated more, the carrying cost or 
the discount.  The answer was the carrying cost.  Hence, if the price went up you should probably 
order the new EOQ of 89 instead of 120 units at discount. 
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